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Abstract

quence alignment [AGMM 901, etc. Examples of feature
vectors are color histograms [SH 941, shape descriptors
[Jag9 1,MG 951,Fourier vectors [WW 801,text descriptors
[Kuk 921, etc. In some applications, the mapping process
doesnot yield point objects,but extendedspatial objectsin
high-dimensional space[MN 951.In manyof the mentioned
applications,the databasesarevery large andconsistof millions of data objects with severaltens to a few hundredsof
dimensions.For querying thesedatabases,it is essentialto
useappropriateindexing techniqueswhich provide an efficient accessto high-dimensional data.The goal of this paper
is to demonstratethe limits of currently available index
structures,and presenta new index structure which considerably improves the performance in indexing highdimensionaldata.

In this paper,we proposea new methodfor indexing large amountsof point and spatial datain highdimensional space.An analysis shows that index
structuressuch as the R*-tree are not adequatefor
indexing high-dimensional data sets. The major
problem of R-tree-basedindex structures is the
overlap of the bounding boxes in the directory,
which increaseswith growing dimension.To avoid
this problem, we introduce a new organization of
the directory which usesa split algorithm minimizing overlap and additionally utilizes the conceptof
supemodes.The basic idea of overlap-minimizing
split and supernodesis to keepthe directory ashierarchicalaspossible,andat the sametime to avoid
splits in the directory that would result in high overlap. Our experiments show that for high-dimensional data,theX-tree outperformsthe well-known
R*-tree and the TV-tree by up to two orders of
magnitude.

Our approachis motivatedby anexaminationof R-treebasedindex structures.One major reasonfor using R-treebasedindex structuresis that we haveto index not only point
data but also extendedspatial data, and R-tree-basedindex
structuresarewell suitedfor both typesof data.In contrastto
most other index structures (such as kdB-trees [Rob 811,
grid files [NHS 841, and their variants [see e.g. SK 90]),
R-tree-basedindex structuresdo not needpoint transformations to store spatial data and therefore provide a better
spatial clustering.

1. Introduction
In many applications, indexing of high-dimensional
data hasbecomeincreasingly important. In multimedia databases,for example, the multimedia objects are usually
mappedto feature vectors in somehigh-dimensional space
andqueriesareprocessedagainsta databaseof thosefeature
vectors[Fal94]. Similar approachesaretakenin manyother
areasincluding CAD [MG 931,molecular biology (for the
docking of molecules) [SBK 921, string matching and se-

Some previous work on indexing high-dimensional
data has been done, mainly focussing on two different approaches.The first approachis basedon the observationthat
real data in high-dimensional spaceare highly correlated
andclustered,and thereforethe dataoccupy only somesubspaceof the high-dimensional space.Algorithms such as
Fastmap[FL 951,multidimensional scaling [KW 781,principal component analysis [DE 821, and factor analysis
Permission
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of the dimensions bears most of the information. The
TV-tree [LJF 941,for example,organizesthe directory in a
way that only the information neededto distinguish between
dataobjectsis storedin the directory. This leadsto a higher
fanout and a smaller directory, resulting in a better query
performance.
For high-dimensional data sets, reducing the dimensionality is an obvious and important possibility for diminishing the dimensionality problem and should be performed
whenever possible. In many cases,the data sets resulting
from reducingthe dimensionality will still havea quite large
dimensionality. The remaining dimensionsare allrelatively
important which meansthat any efficient indexing method
must guaranteea good selectivity on all those dimensions.
Unfortunately, as we will seein section 2, currently available index structuresfor spatialdatasuchasthe R*-treet do
not adequatelysupport an effective indexing of more than
five dimensions. Our experiments show that the performanceof the R*-tree is rapidly deteriorating when going to
higher dimensions.To understandthe reasonfor the performanceproblems, we carry out a detailed evaluation of the
overlap of the bounding boxes in the directory of the
R*-tree. Our experiments show that the overlap of the
bounding boxes in the directory is rapidly increasing to
about90% when increasingthe dimensionality to 5. In subsection3.3, we provide a detailedexplanationof the increasing overlap and show that the high overlap is not an R-tree
specificproblem,but a generalproblem in indexing high-dimensionaldata.

Figure 1: Performance of the R-tree
Depending on the Dimension (Real Data)
amounts(up to 100 MBytes) of randomly generatedaswell
as real data (point data and extendedspatial data). Our experiments show that on high-dimensional data, the X-tree
outperformsthe TV-tree and the R*-tree by ordersof magnitude (cf. section 4). For dimensionality larger than 2, the
X-tree is up to 450 timesfasterthan the R*-tree andbetween
4 and 12 times fasterthan the TV-tree. The X-tree also provides much faster insertion times(about 8 times fasterthan
the R*-tree andabout 30 times fasterthan the TV-tree).

Based on our observations, we then develop an improved index structurefor high-dimensionaldata,the X-tree
(cf. section 3). The main idea of the X-tree is to avoid overlap of bounding boxesin the directory by using a new organization of the directory which is optimized for highdimensionalspace.The X-tree avoidssplits which would result in a high degreeof overlap in the directory. Insteadof
allowing splits that introduce high overlaps,directory nodes
areextendedover the usualblock size,resulting in so-called
supemodes.The supernodesmay becomelarge and the linearscanof the large supemodesmight seemto be a problem.
The alternative, however, would be to introduce high overlap in the directory which leadsto a fast degenerationof the
filtering selectivity andalso makesa sequentialsearchof all
subnodesnecessarywith the additional penalty of manyrandom pageaccessesinsteadof a much fastersequentialread.
The conceptof supernodeshassomesimilarity to the idea of
oversize shelves[GN 911.In contrastto supernodes,oversize shelves are data nodes which are attachedto internal
nodesin order to avoid excessiveclipping of large objects.
Additionally, oversize shelves are organized as chains of
disk pageswhich cannot be readsequentially.

2. Problems of (R-tree-based) Index
Structures in High-Dimensional Space
In our performance evaluation of the R*-tree, we
found that the performancedeterioratesrapidly when going
to higher dimensions(cf. Figure 1). Effects such as a lower
fanout in higher dimensionsdo not explain this fact. In trying to understandthe effects that lead to the performance
problems,we performeda detailed evaluation of important
characteristicsof the R*-tree and found that the overlap in
the directory is increasing very rapidly with growing dimensionality of the data. Overlap in the directory directly
correspondsto the query performancesinceevenfor simple
point queries multiple paths have to be followed. Overlap
in the directory is a relatively imprecise term and there is
no generally accepteddefinition especially for the high-dimensionalcase.In the following, we thereforeprovide definitions of overlap.

2.1 Definition of Overlap

We implemented the X-tree index structure and performed a detailed performanceevaluation using very large
1.

Intuitively, overlap is the percentageof the volume that
is coveredby more than one directory hyperrectangle.This
intuitive definition of overlap,.isdirectly correlated to the
query performancesince in processingqueries, overlap of
directory nodesresults in the necessityto follow multiple
paths,evenfor point queries.

According to [BKSS 901, the R*-tree providss a consistently better
performance than the R-tree [Gut 841 and R -tree [SRF 871 over a
wide range of data sets and query types. In the rest of this paper, we
therefore restrict ourselves to the R*-tree.
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Figure 2: Overlap of R*-tree Directory Nodes depending on the Dimensionality

D&nition Ia (Overlap)
The overlap of an R-tree node is the percentageof space
covered by more than one hyperrectangle. If the R-tree
node contains n hyperrectangles( R 1, . . , Rn} , the overlap
may formally be defined as
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The amountof overlap measuredin definition la is related to the expectedquery performanceonly if the query
objects(points, hyperrectangles)are distributed uniformly.
A moreaccuratedefinition of overlap needsto takethe actual distribution of queriesinto account.Sinceit is impossible
to determine the distribution of queries in advance,in the
following we will usethe distribution of the dataas an estimation for the query distribution. This seemsto be reasonable for high-dimensional data since data and queries are
often clusteredin someareas,whereasother areasarevirtually empty. Overlap in highly populatedareasis much more
critical than overlap in areaswith a low population. In our
second definition of overlap, the overlapping areas are
thereforeweighted with the numberof dataobjectsthat are
locatedin the area.

In definition la, overlap occurring at any point of space
equally contributes to the overall overlap even if only few
data objects fall within the overlapping area. If the query
points areexpectedto be uniformly distributed over the data
space,definition la is an appropriatemeasurewhich determinesthe expectedquery performance.If the distribution of
queriescorrespondsto thedistribution of thedataandis nonuniform, definition lb correspondsto the expectedquery
performanceand is thereforemore appropriate.Depending
on the query distribution, we haveto choosethe appropriate
definition.
So far, we haveonly consideredoverlap to be any portion of spacethat is coveredby more than one hyperrectangle. In practice however, it is very important how many
hyperrectanglesoverlap at a certain portion of the space.
The so-calledmulti-overlap of an R-tree node is defined as
the sumof overlappingvolumesmultiplied by the numberof
overlapping hyperrectanglesrelative to the overall volume
of the consideredspace.
In Figure 3, we show a two-dimensional exampleof the
overlap according to definition la and the corresponding
multi-overlap. The weighted overlap and weighted multioverlap(not shownin the figure) would correspondto theareasweighted by the number of data objectsthat fall within
the areas.

De@ai@onlb (WeightedOverlap)
The weightedoverlap of an R-tree nodeis the percentageof
dataobjectsthat fall in the overlapping portion of the space.
More formally,
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2dimensional data

1. IAll denotesthe volume coveredby A.
2. IAl denotesthe number of dataelementscontainedin A
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2.2 Experimental Evaluation of Overlap in
R*-tree Directories
In this subsection,we empirically evaluatethe development of the overlap in the R*-tree dependingon the dimensionality. For the experiments,we usethe implementationof
the R*-tree according to [BKSS 901.The data usedfor the
experiments are constant size databasesof uniformly distributed and real data. The real data are.Fourier vectors
which are usedin searchingfor similarly shapedpolygons.
The overlap curvespresentedin Figure 2 show the average
overlapof directory nodesaccordingto definition 1.In averaging the nodeoverlaps,we usedall directory levels except
the root level sincethe root pagemay only contain a few hyperrectangles,which causesa high varianceof theoverlap in
the root node.
In Figure 2a, we presentthe overlap curves of R*-trees
generatedfrom 6 MBytes of uniformly distributed point data. As expected, for a uniform distribution overlap and
weightedoverlap (definition la and lb) provide the sameresults. For dimensionality larger than two, the overlap (cf.
Figure 2a) increasesrapidly to approach 100% for dimensionality larger than ten. This meansthat evenfor point queries on ten or higher dimensional data in almost every
directory node at least two subnodeshave to be accessed.
For real data (cf. Figure 2b), the increaseof the overlap is
even more remarkable.The weighted overlap increasesto
about 80% for dimensionality 4 and approaches100% for
dimensionality larger than 6.

3. The X-tree
The X-tree (extended node tree) is a new index structure supporting efficient query processingof high-dimensionaldata.The goal is to supportnot only point databut also
extendedspatial dataand therefore,the X-tree usesthe conceptof overlapping regions.From the insight obtainedin the
previous section,it is clear that we have to avoid overlap in
the directory in order to improve the indexing of high-dimensionaldata.The X-tree thereforeavoids overlap whenever it is possible without allowing the tree to degenerate;
otherwise, the X-tree usesextendedvariable size directory
nodes,so-called supernodes.In addition to providing a directory organization which is suitable for high-dimensional
data,the X-tree usesthe available main memory more efficiently (in comparisonto using a cache).
The X-tree may be seenasa hybrid of a linear array-like
anda hierarchical R-tree-like directory. It is well established
that in low dimensionsthe mostefficient organizationof the
directory is a hierarchical organization. The reasonis that
the selectivity in the directory is very high which meansthat,
e.g. for point queries,the numberof required pageaccesses
directly correspondsto the height of the tree.This, however,

0
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Supemodes 0 Data Nodes

Figure 5: Structure of the X-tree

is only true if there is no overlap betweendirectory rectangles which is the casefor a low dimensionality. It is alsoreasonable, that for very high dimensionality a linear
organizationof the directory is more efficient. The reasonis
that due to the high overlap, most of the directory if not the
whole directory hasto be searchedanyway. If the whole directory has to be searched,a linearly organized directory
needsless space’ and may be read much faster from disk
than a block-wise reading of the directory. For medium dimensionality, an efficient organization of the directory
would probably bepartially hierarchical andpartially linear.
The problem is to dynamically organize the tree such that
portions of the data which would produce high overlap are
organizedlinearly andthosewhich can be organizedhierarchically without too much overlap are dynamically organized in a hierarchical form. The algorithms used in the
X-tree are designedto automatically organize the directory
as hierarchical as possible, resulting in a very efficient
hybrid organization of the directory.

3.1 Structure* of the X-tree
The overall structureof the X-tree is presentedin Figure
5. The datanodesof the X-tree contain rectilinear minimum
bounding rectangles(MBRs) together with pointers to the
actual data objects,and the directory nodescontain MBRs
together with pointers to sub-MBRs (cf. Figure 5). The
X-tree consistsof threedifferent typesof nodes:datanodes,
normal directory nodes, and supemodes.Supemodesare
large directory nodesof variable size(a multiple of the usual
block size).The basicgoal of supernodesis to avoid splits in
the directory that would result in an inefficient directory
structure.The alternativeto using larger nodesizesarehighly overlapping directory nodeswhich would require to accessmost of the son nodesduring the searchprocess.This,
however,is more inefficient than linearly scanningthe larger supemode.Note that the X-tree is completely different
from an R-tree with a larger block size since the X-tree only
consistsof larger nodeswhere actually necessary.As a result, the structureof the X-tree may be rather heterogeneous
asindicatedin Figure 5. Due to the fact that the overlap is in1.

Figure 4: Structure of a Directory Node

Normal Directory Nodes m

In comparison to a hierarchically organized directory, a linearly
organized directory only consistsof the concatenationof the nodes
on the lowest level of the correspondinghierarchical directory and
is thereforemuch smaller.

creasing with the dimension, the internal structure of the
X-tree is alsochangingwith increasingdimension.In Figure
5, threeexamplesof X-trees containing dataof different dimensionality are shown. As expected,the number and size
of supernodesincreaseswith the dimension.For generating
the examples,the block size hasbeenartificially reducedto
obtain a drawablefanout. Due to the increasingnumberand
size of supernodes,the height of the X-tree which correspondsto the number of page accessesnecessaryfor point
queriesis decreasingwith increasingdimension.
Supernodesare createdduring insertion only if there is
no otherpossibility to avoid overlap. In many cases,the creation or extension of supernodesmay be avoided by choosing an overlap-minimal split axis (cf. subsection3.3). For a
fast determination of the overlap-minimal split, additional
information is necessarywhich is storedin eachof the directory nodes(cf. Figure 4). If enough main memory is available, supernodesare kept in main memory. Otherwise, the
nodeswhich haveto bereplacedaredeterminedby apriority
function which dependson level, type (normal node or supemode), and size of the nodes.According to our experience,thepriority function ct . type + cl’. level + c, . size with
c, >>c, wc, is a good choice for practical purposes.Note that
the storageutilization of supernodesis higher than the storageutilization of normal directory nodes.For normal directory nodes, the expected storageutilization for uniformly
distributed data is about 66%. For supemodes of size
m . BlockSize, the expectedstorageutilization can be determined as the averageof the following two extreme cases:
Assuming a certain amount of data occupies X . m blocks
for a maximally filled node.Then the sameamountof data
2

requires X .s

blocks when using a minimally filled

node.On the average,a supernodestoring the sameamount
of data requires

X.m+X.&),2

= x(“:2m”_z’))

blocks. From that, we obtain a storage utilization of

d(“:2m”_2’))
=x which
. for large m is considerably higher than 66%. For m=5, for example,the storageutilization is about 88%.
*
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Figure 6: Various Shapesof the X-tree
in different dimensions
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There aretwo interestingspecialcasesof the X-tree: (1)
noneof the directory nodesis a supemodeand (2) the directory consistsof only one large supernode(root). In the first
case,the X-tree has a completely hierarchical organization
of the directory and is therefore similar to an R-tree. This
case may occur for low dimensional and non-overlapping
data. In the secondcase,the directory of the X-tree is basically oneroot-supemodewhich containsthe lowest directory level of the corresponding R-tree. The performance
thereforecorrespondsto the performanceof a linear directory scan.This casewill only occur for high-dimensional or
highly overlapping data where the directory would have to
be completely searchedanyway. The two casesalso correspondto the two extremesfor the height of the tree and the
directory size.In caseof a completely hierarchical organization, the height and size of the directory basically correspond to that of an R-tree. In the root-supemodecase,the
sizeof the directory linearly dependson the dimension
DirSize(D)

=

DatabaseSize
BlockSize ’ StorageUtil.

.2 ’ BytesFloat

’D

For 1 GBytes of 16-dimensionaldata, a block size of
4 KBytes, a storageutilization of 66% for datanodes,and4
bytes per float, the size of the directory is about44 MBytes
for the root-supernodein contrast to about 72 MBytes for
the completely hierarchical directory.

3.2 Algorithms
The mostimportant algorithm of the X-tree is the insertion algorithm. The insertion algorithm determines the
structureof the X-tree which is a suitable combination of a
hierarchical anda linear structure.The main objective of the
algorithm is to avoid splits which would produce overlap.
The algorithm (cf. Figure 7) first determinesthe MBR in
which to insert thedataobjectandrecursively calls theinsertion algorithm to actually insert the dataobject into the corresponding node. If no split occurs in the recursive insert,
only the size of the correspondingMBRs hasto be updated.
In caseof a split of the subnode,however, an additional
MBR hasto be addedto the current nodewhich might cause
an overflow of the node.In this case,the current node calls
the split algorithm (cf. Figure 8) which first tries to find a
split of the node basedon the topological and geometric
propertiesof the MBRs. Topological andgeometricproperties of the MBRs are for example dead-spacepartitioning,
extension of MBRs, etc. The heuristics of the R*-tree
[BKSS 901split algorithm are an examplefor a topological
split to be usedin this step.If the topological split however
results in high overlap, the split algorithm tries next to find
an overlap-minimal split which can be determinedbasedon
the split history (cf. subsection3.3). In subsection3.3, we
show that for point data there always exists an overlap-free
split. The partitioning of the MBRs resulting from the overlap-minimal split, however, may result in under-fillednodes
which is unacceptablesinceit leadsto a degenerationof the
treeandalsodeterioratesthe spaceutilization. If the number
of MBRs in one of the partitions is below a given threshold,
the split algorithm terminates without providing a split. In

int
1

X-DirectoryNode::

insert(DataObject

obj,

X-Node **new-node)

SET-OF-MBR *sl,
*s2;
X-Node *follow,
*new-son;
int return-value;
follow
= choose-subtree(obj);
/I choose a son node to insert
obj into
return-value
= follow->insert(obj,
&new-son);
// insert
obj into subtree
update-mbr(follow->calc-mbr());
// update MRR of old son node
if (return-value
== SPLIT)(
add-mbr(new-son-xalc-mbr());
// insert
mbr of new son node into current
nods
if (num_ofxnbrsO
> CAPACITY){ // overflow
occurs
if tsplit(mbrs,
sl, s2) == TRUE){
// topological
or overlap-minimal
split
was successful1
setxnbrs(sl);
*new-node = new XpirectoryNode(s2);
return
SPLIT;
I
else // there is no good split
t
*new-node = new X-SuperNode();
(*new-node)->s.et-mbrs(mbrs);
return
SUPERNODE;
1
)
) else if (return-value
== SUPERNODE){ // node 'follow'
becomes a supernode
remove~son(follow);
.
insert-son(new-son);
1
return
NO-SPLIT;

I

Figure 7: X-tree Insertion Algorithm for Directory Nodes
this case,the current node is extendedto becomea supernodeof twice the standardblock size.If the samecaseoccurs
for an alreadyexisting supemode,the supernodeis extended
by one additional block. Obviously, supernodesare only
createdor extendedif thereis no possibility to find a suitable
hierarchical structureof the directory. If a supemodeis createdor extended,theremay be not enoughcontiguousspace
on disk to sequentially storethe supernode.In this case,the
disk managerhas to perform a local reorganization. Since
supemodesarecreatedor extendedin main memory,the local reorganizationis only necessarywhen writing back the
supemodeson secondarystoragewhich doesnot occur frequently.
For point data,overlap in the X-tree directory may only
occur if the overlap inducedby the topological split is below
a threshold overlap value (MAX_ovERLAp). In that case,
the overlap-minimal split and the possiblecreationof a supemode do not make sense.The maximum overlap value
which is acceptableis basically a systemconstant and dependson the page accesstime (T&, the time to transfer a
block from disk into main memory (TT&,and the CPU time
necessaryto processa block (7’~~~).The maximum overlap
value (MurO’) may be determined approximately by the
balancebetweenreading a supemodeof size 2*BlockSize
1. Max0 is the probability that we have to accessboth son nodes
becauseof overlap during the search.
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and reading 2 blocks with a probability of Max0 and one
block with a probability of (I-MaxO). This estimation is
only correct for the most simple caseof initially creating a
supernode.It doesnot takethe effect of further splits into account. Nevertheless,for practical purposes the following
equationprovides a good estimation:
Max0 .2. (Tro + Tlr + TCPV)+ (I- MUXO). (Tro + TTr+ TCPU)
= T,o+2~U’Tr+7’CPU)
a

Max0 =

TTr + TCPU

TIO + TTr + *CPU

For realistic system values measuredin our experiments(T,c = 20 ms, TT,.= 4 ms, Tcp” = 1 ms), the resulting
Max0 value is 20%. Note that in the aboveformula, the fact
that the probability of a node being in main memory is
increasing dueto the decreasingdirectory size in caseof using the supemodehas not yet been considered.The-other
constant of our algorithm (MIN_FANOUT) is the usual
minimum fanout value of a nodewhich is similar to the correspondingvalue usedin other index structures.An appropriate value of MIN-FANOUT is between35% and45%.
The algorithms to query the X-tree (point, range, and
nearestneighbor queries)are similar to the algorithms used
in the R*-tree sinceonly minor changesare necessaryin accessing supemodes.The delete and update operations are
also simple modifications of the correspondingR*-tree algorithms. The only difference occurs in caseof an under-

boo1 X-DirectoryNode::split(SET-OF-MBR
*in, SET-OF-MBR *outl,
SET-OF-MBR *out2)
(
SET-OF-MBR tl,
t2;
,'
MBR rl, r2;
// first
try topological
split,
resulting
in two sets of MBRs tl and t2
topological~split(in,
tl,
t2);
rl = tl->calc-mbr();
r2 = t2-kcalc-mbr();
// test for overlap
if (overlap(r1,
r2 ) > biAX_OVERLAP)
1
// topological
split
fails
-> try overlap minimal split
overlap-minimal-split(in,
tl,
t2);
// test for unbalanced
nodes
if (tl->num-of-mbrs()
-z MIN-FANOUT 11 t2->num-of-mbrs()
< MIN-FANOUT)
// overlap-minimal
split
also fails
(-> caller
has to create supernode)
return
FALSE;
/ )

;~~~;n;,~~h;‘“ut2

= t2;

Figure 8: X-tree Split Algorithm for Directory Nodes
flow of a supemode.If the supemodeconsistsof two blocks,
it is convertedto a normal directory node.Otherwise,that is
if the supemodeconsistsof morethan two blocks, we reduce
the sizeof the supemodeby oneblock. The updateoperation
canbe seenasa combination of a deleteandan insert operation andis thereforestraightforward.

3.3 Determining the Overlap-Minimal

vation that an overlap-free split is only possible if thereis a
dimension according to which all MBRs have been split
since otherwise at least one of the MBRs will spanthe full
rangeof valuesin that dimension,resulting in someoverlap.

Lemma 1
For uniformly distributed point data,an overlapfree split is
only possibleiff thereis a dimension accordingto which all
MBRs in the node have been previously split. More
formally,

Split

For determiningan overlap-minimal split of a directory
node,we haveto find a partitioning of the MBRs in the node
into two subsetssuch that the overlap of the minimum
bounding hyperrectanglesof the two setsis minimal. In case
of point data, it is always possible to find an overlap-free
split, but in generalit is not possibleto guaranteethat thetwo
setsarebalanced,i.e. have aboutthe samecardinality.

Split(S) is overlap-free ti
3 de {I, . . .. D} VmbrE S:
mbr has been split according

Proof (by contradiction):
7)j 9’: Assumethat for all dimensionsthereis at least
one MBR which has not been split in that dimension. This
meansfor uniformly distributed datathat theMBRs spanthe
full rangeof valuesof the correspondingdimensions.Without loss of generality, we assumethat the mbr which spans
the full rangeof valuesof dimensiond is assignedto S1.As
a consequence,MBR(S,) spansthe full rangefor dimension
d. Since the extension of MBR(S,) cannot be zero in
dimension d, a split using dimensiond assplit axis cannotbe
overlap-free (i.e., MBR(S,) n MBR($) f 0). Since for all
dimensions there is at least one MBR which has not been
split in that dimension,we cannotfind an overlap-freesplit.
99e 9): Assumethat anoverlap-freesplit of the nodeis
not possible. This meansthat there is no dimension which
canbeusedto partition the MBRs into two subsetsS, andS2.
This howeveris in contradiction to the fact that thereis a dimensiond for which all MBRs havebeensplit. For uniform-

Definition 2 (Split)
ThesplitofanodeS = {mbrl,...,mbr,}
intotwosubnodes
S,
=
mbri,, . . .. mbri
and
s, = mbr. , . . .. mbr.
52 1
1
i
1
(S,#0 aLSZ#Oj’sdefinedas
Split(S) = {(SI, ST)1 S = S, u S, A S, n S, = 0 } .

The split is called
(1) overlap-minimal iff ]IMBR(S,) n MBR(S2)11is minimal
(2) overlap-free iff jMBR(SI) n MBR(S,)I( = 0
(3) balanced

to d

iff -&IISt(-(&(l&.

For obtaining a suitable directory structure, we are interestedin overlap-minimal (overlap-free) splits which are
balanced.For simplification, in the following we focus on
overlapfree splits and assumeto have high-dimensional
‘uniformly distributed point dam1 It is an interesting obser-

1. According to our experiments, the results generalize to real data
and evento spatialdata(cf.section4).
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split tree

accordingto dimension2 and 5, sincethe path from the root
node to the leaf C is labeled with 2 and 5. Obviously, all
MBRs of the split tree in Figure 9 havebeensplit according
to dimension2, the split axis usedin the root of the split tree.
In general,all MBRs in any split tree have one split dimension in common,namely the split axis usedin the root node
of the split tree.

Node S

Lemma 2 (Existenceof an Overlap-free Split)
For point data, an overlap-free split always exists.
Figure 9: Example for the Split History

Proof

From the description of the split tree it is clear that all
MBRs of a directory node S have one split dimension in
common,namelythe dimensionusedassplit axis in the root
nodeof the split tree.Let SD be this dimension.We areable
to partition S suchthat all MBRs relatedto leavesin the left
subtreeof the root node arecontained in St and all other
MBRs containedin S2.Since any point belonging to St has
a lower value in dimension SD than all points belonging to
S2,the split is overlap-free*.H

ly distributed point data, the split may be assumedto be in
the middle of the range of dimension d and therefore, an
overlap-freesplit is possibleusing dimensiond.’ H
According to Lemma 1,for finding anoverlap-freesplit
we have to determine a dimension according to which all
MBRs of Shavebeensplit previously. The split history provides the necessaryinformation, in particular the dimensionsaccordingto which an MBR hasbeensplit and which
new MBRs havebeencreatedby this split. Sincea split createstwo new MBRs from one, the split history may be representedasa binary tree,called the split tree.Eachleaf node
of the split tree correspondsto an MBR in S. The internal
nodesof the split treecorrespondto MBRs which do not exist any more sincethey have beensplit into new MBRs previously. Internal nodes of the split tree are labeled by the
split axis that has been used; leaf nodesare labeled by the
MBR they are related to. All MBRs related to leavesin the
left subtreeof an internal nodehavelower valuesin the split
dimensionof the nodethan the MBRs relatedto thosein the
right subtree.
Figure 9 shows an example for the split history of a
nodeS andtherespectivesplit tree.The processstartswith a
single MBR A correspondingto a split treewhich consistsof
only one leaf node labeled by A. For uniformly distributed
data,A spansthe full rangeof valuesin all dimensions.The
split of A using dimension 2 as split axis produces new
MBRs A’ andB. Note that A’ andB aredisjoint becauseany
point in MBR A’ hasa lower coordinatevalue in dimension
2 than all points in MBR B. The split treenow hasone internal node(markedwith dimension2) andtwo leaf nodes(A
andB). Splitting MBR B using dimension5 assplit axis createsthe nodesB’ and C. After splitting B’ andA’ again,we
finally reachthe situation depictedin the right most tree of
Figure 9 whereS is completelyfilled with theMI&s A”, B”,
C,DandE.
According to Lemma 1, we may find an overlap-free
split if thereis a dimension accordingto which all MBRs of
S have been split. To obtain the information according to
which dimensionsan MBR X in S has been split, we only
have to traversethe split tree from the root node to the leaf
that correspondsto X. For example,MBR C has beensplit
1.

(using the split history).

Onemay arguethat theremay exist morethanoneoverlap-free split dimension which is part of the split history of
all datapages.This is true in most casesfor low dimensionality, but the probability that a secondsplit dimensionexists
which is part of the split history of all MBRs is decreasing
rapidly with increasing dimensionality (cf. Figure 10). If
there is no dimension which is in the split history of all
MBRs, the resulting overlap of the newly createddirectory
entriesis on the averageabout50%.This canbe explainedas
follows: Sinceat leastoneMBR hasnot beensplit in the split
dimension d, one of the partitions (without loss of generality: Sl) spansthe full rangeof values in that dimension.The
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Figure 10: Probability of the Existence of a Second
Overlap-free Split Dimension

2.

If the splits have not been performed exactly in the middle of the
data space,at least an overlap-minimal split is obtained.
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Note that the resulting split is not necessarilybalancedsince sorted
input data, for example, will result in an unbalancedsplit tree.
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b. 10 Nearest-NeighborQuery
a. Point query
Figure 11: Speed-Up of X-tree over R*-tree on Real Point Data (70 MBytes)
otherpartition S2spansat leasthalf therangeof valuesof the
split dimensiond. Sincethe MBRs areonly partitioned with
respectto dimension d, Sl and S2spanthe full rangeof values of all other dimensions, resulting in a total overlap of
about50%.
The probability that a split algorithm which arbitrarily
choosesthe split axis coincidentally selectsthe right split
axis for anoverlap-freesplit is very low in highdimensional
space.As our analysisof the R*-tree shows,the behavior of
the topological R*-tree split algorithm in high-dimensional
spaceis similar to a random choice of the split axis since it
optimizesdifferent criteria. If the topological split fails, our
split algorithm tries to perform an overlap-freesplit. This is
doneby determiningthe dimensionfor the overlap-freesplit
as describedabove, determining the split value, and partitioning theMBRs with respectto thesplit value.If theresulting split is unbalanced,the insert algorithm of the X-tree
initiates the creation/extensionof a supernode(cf. subsection 3.2). Note that for the overlap-minimal split, information about the split history has to be storedin the directory
nodes.The spaceneededfor this purpose,however, is very
small sincethe split history may be codedby a few bits.

4. Performance Evaluation
To show the practical relevanceof our method,we performed an extensive experimental evaluation of the X-tree
andcomparedit to the TV-tree aswell to asthe R*-tree. All
experimentalresultspresentedin this sectionsarecomputed
on an HP735workstation with 64 MBytes of main memory
andseveralGBytesof secondarystorage.All programshave
beenimplementedin C++ as templatesto support different
typesof dataobjects.The X-tree andR*-tree supportdifferent typesof queriessuchaspoint queriesand nearestneighbor queries; the implementation of the TV-tree’ only
supportspoint queries.We usethe original implementation
1

We usethe original implementationof the TV-tree by K. Lin, H. V.
Jagadish,and C. Faloutsos[LJF 941.
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of the TV-tree by K. Lin, H. V. Jagadish,and C. Faloutsos
[LJF 941.
The testdatausedfor the experimentsarereal point data
consisting of Fourier points in high-dimensional space
(D = 2,4,8, 16), spatial data (D = 2,4,8, 16) consisting of
manifolds in high-dimensional spacedescribing regions of
real CAD-objects,and synthetic dataconsistingof uniformly distributed points in high-dimensional space(D = 2, 3,
4,6,8, 10, 12, 14, 16). The block size usedfor our experiments is 4 KByte, and all index structureswere allowed to
usethe sameamountof cache.For a realistic evaluation, we
usedvery large amountsof data in our experiments.The total amountof disk spaceoccupiedby thecreatedindex structures of TV-trees, R*-trees, and X-trees is about 10 GByte
andthe CPU time for inserting the dataaddsup to aboutfour
weeksof CPU time. As one expects,the insertion times increasewith increasing dimension. For all experiments,the
insertion into the X-tree was much faster than the insertion
into the TV-tree andthe R*-tree (up to a factor of 10.45faster than the R*-tree). The X-tree reacheda rate of about 170
insertionsper secondfor a 150MBytes index containing 16dimensionalpoint data.
First, we evaluated the X-tree on synthetic databases
with varying dimensionality. Using the samenumberof data
items over the different dimensionsimplies that the size of
the databaseis linearly increasingwith the dimension. This
however has an important drawback, namely that in low
dimensions, we would obtain only very small databases,
whereasin high dimensions the databaseswould become
very large. It is more realistic to assumethat the amountof
datawhich is storedin the databaseis constant.This means,
however,that the numberof dataitemsneedsto bevaried accordingly. For the experiment presentedin Figure 13, we
used100 MByte databasescontaining uniformly distributed
point data.The numberof dataitemsvaried between.8.3million for D=2 and 1.5million for D=16. Figure 13,showsthe
speed-upof the searchtime for point queries of the X-tree
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Figure 12: Number of Page Accesses versus CPU-Time on Real Point Data (70 MBytes)

over the R*-tree. As expected,the speed-upincreaseswith
growing dimension,reachingvaluesof about270 for D=16.
For lower dimensions,the speed-upis still higher than one
order of magnitude(e.g., for D=8 the speed-upis about30).
The high speed-upfactorsarecausedby the fact that, due to
the high overlapin high dimensions,the R*-tree needsto accessmostof the directory pages.The total query time turned
out to be clearly dominatedby the I/O-time, i.e. the number
of pageaccesses(seealso Figure 12).

320 for D=8) than the speed-upof uniformly distributed
data.This result was surprising but correspondsto the higher overlap of real data found in the overlap curves (cf.
Figure 2). Additionally to point queries, in applications
with high-dimensional data nearest neighbor queries are
also important. We therefore also compared the performance of nearest neighbor queries searching for the 10
nearestneighbors.The nearestneighbor algorithm supported in the X-tree and R*-tree is the algorithm presentedin
[RKV 951. The results of our comparisons show that the
speed-upfor nearestneighbor queriesis still betweenabout
10for D=6 and about20 for D=16. Sincethe nearestneighbor algorithm requires sorting the nodes according to the
min-max distance,the CPU-time neededfor nearestneighbor queries is much higher. In Figure 12, we therefore
presentthe number of page accessesand the CPU-time of
the X-tree and the R*-tree for nearest-neighborqueries.
The figure shows that the X-tree provides a consistently
better performancethan the R*-tree. Note that, in counting
pageaccesses,accessesto supemodesof size s are counted
ass pageaccesses.In mostpractical cases,however,the supernodes will be cached due to the better main memory
utilization of the X-tree. For practically relevant buffer sizes (1 MByte to 10MBytes) there is no significant changeof
page accesses.For extreme buffer sizes of more than 10
MBytes or less than 1 MByte, the speed-upmay decrease.
The better CPU-times of the X-tree may be explained by
the fact that due to the overlap the R*-tree has to searcha
large portion of the directory which in addition is larger
than the X-tree directory.

Sinceone may arguethat synthetic databaseswith uniformly distributed dataare not realistic in high-dimensional
space,we also used real data in our experiments.We had
accessto large Fourier databasesof variable dimensionality
containing about 70 Mbyte of Fourier data representing
shapesof polygons.The resultsof our experiments(cf. Figure 11) show that the speed-upof the total searchtime for
point queries is even higher (about 90 for D=4 and about
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Figure 14 shows the total searchtime of point queries
dependingon the size of the database(D=16). Note that in
this figure we usea logarithmic scaleof they-axis, sinceotherwisethedevelopmentof the timesfor the X-tree would not
be visible (identical with the x-axis). Figure 14 shows that
the searchtimes of the X-tree areconsistently abouttwo orders of magnitude faster than those of the R*-tree

16

dimension

Figure 13: Speed-Up of X-tree over R*-tree on Point
Queries (100 MBytes of Synthetic Point Data)
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Figure 14: Total Search Time of Point Queries for
Varying Database Size (Synthetic Point Data)

Figure 16: Comparison of X-tree, TV-tree, and
R*-tree on Synthetic Data

(for D=16). The speed-upslightly increaseswith the databasesizefrom about 100for 20 MBytes to about270 for 100
MBytes. Also, as expected, the total search time of the
X-tree grows logarithmically with the databasesize which
meansthat the X-tree scaleswell to very large databasesizes.

performanceof the R*-tree is betterthan the performanceof
the TV-tree for D smaller than 16.
In addition to using point data, we also examined the
performanceof the X-tree for extendeddataobjectsin highdimensional space. The results of our experiments are
shown in Figure 15. Since the extendedspatial data objects
induce someoverlap in the X-tree as well, the speed-upof
the X-tree over the R*-tree is lower than for point data.Still,
we achievea speed-upfactor of about 8 for D=16.

We also performeda comparisonof the X-tree with the
TV-tree and the R*-tree. With the implementation of the
TV-tree madeavailable to us by the authorsof the TV-tree,
we only managedto insert up to 25.000 data items which is
slightly higher than the number of data items used in the
original paper [LJF94]. For the comparisons, we were
thereforenot able to useour large databases.The results of
our comparisonsarepresentedin Figure 16.The speed-upof
the X-tree over the TV-tree rangesbetween4 and 12, even
for the rathersmall databases.It is interesting to notethat the

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new indexing method for
high-dimensional data.We investigatethe effectsthat occur
in high dimensionsand show that R-tree-basedindex structures do not behave well for indexing high-dimensional
spaces.We introduce formal definitions of overlap and
show the correlation betweenoverlap in the directory and
poor query performance. We then propose a new index
structure,the X-tree, which uses- in addition to the concept
of supernodes- a new split algorithm minimizing overlap.
Supernodesaredirectory nodeswhich areextendedover the
usualblock sizein order to avoid a degenerationof the index.
We carry out an extensive performanceevaluation of the
X-tree and compare the X-tree with the TV-tree and the
R*-tree using up to 100 MBytes of point and spatial data.
The experiments show that the X-tree outperforms the
TV-tree andR*-tree up to ordersof magnitudefor point queries and nearestneighbor querieson both synthetic and real
data.
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Sincefor very high dimensionality the supemodesmay
becomerather large, we currently work on a parallel version
of the X-tree which is expectedto provide a good performanceeven for larger data setsand the more time consuming nearest neighbor queries. We also develop a novel
nearestneighbor algorithm for high-dimensional datawhich
is adaptedto the X-tree.

dimension

Figure 15: Speed-Upof X-tree over R*-tree on
Real Extended Spatial Data
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